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Within the Just Love Festival in the international centre of Shree Peetha Nilaya many mystical, energetic, but 
also artistic and sensory experiences took place. The festival was followed by Guru Purnima, the celebration 
of all Gurus in the world. The entire event was held under the auspices of BHAKTI MARGA. I am so glad that 
I can express my heartfelt thanks at least in this way to Bhakti Marga Czech and the country's Swami 
Vishwabaladharananda, under whose leadership the Czech spiritual pilgrimage to this festival, 
accommodation and all informational and organizational services were realized. It was also beautiful to see 
how the Czechs joined together and in Shree Peetha Nilaya planted a heart-shaped linden tree, which was 
given by the Czech devotees led by Swami Vishwabaladharananda to our Satguru in June for his birthday 
and he lovingly and joyfully accepted. It will be one of the two trees that will form the gateway to the intended 
temple currently under construction dedicated to goddess Mahalakshmi. 
 
Mysticism of the presence of Paramahamsa Sri Swami Vishwananda, of open air concerts, singing, dancing, 
as well as lectures, meditation and other rituals is and was so deep that it can only be experienced and it is 
hard to write or talk about it. Words are not enough. Immense grace of our Satguru is multiplied by the fact 
that he initiated Swami Vishwabaladharananda, formerly known as Raghudas, as a provincial Swami of Czech 
Republic and Slovakia on October 14, 2015. To observe and experience his work and creation is a wonderful 
experience, especially when he was serving ceremonies and leading many spiritual educational programs. 
Everything of course, in our own language. Through him, the teachings of Paramahamsa Sri Swami 
Vishwananda are presented to his Czech devotees, disciples and to all spiritual seekers in their authentic 
form. In the proximity of both Masters, many miracles completely incomprehensible by the mind are played 
out at every moment. 
 
And so I would like to share my personal experience. 
 
One sunny afternoon, there was an unplanned Satsang with our first Czech - Slovakian Swami 
Vishwabaladharananda at a meadow in front of the ashram. This moment was profound, sacred and 
extraordinary. 
 
Before I try to describe what happened and what is documented in the accompanying photo, I have to go 
back 3 years ago on a spiritual pilgrimage to India. There in Puttaparthi in the ashram of Sai Baba still by 
name Raghudas at that time had said that whatever happened in the ashram was a directed lesson - game 
of a Master at the head of the ashram whether he is currently in the body or whether he is without body 
beyond material reality. Another rule is that whatever happens in the vicinity of the Master is reflected on the 
surrounding and distant physical world. 
 
Since then happened a lot of what I perceive as a huge blessing and grace: to reach and especially have a 
possibility to be in the presence of such masters, to watch, albeit within limited human abilities, their work and 
receive the radiance of light and love. 
 
This mystery of the creation is hardly understood by us, normal people and our minds. However, many times 
I had the opportunity to be the witness of this deep truth. And I probably perceive it that God, through a 
complex procedure of imagination and creation and after multiple trials, places an enlightened being to lead 
the ashram. Thus he opens the way for disciples to the Master or makes Master more attractive for students. 
This leads gradually to constantly open transition process when the student is subjected to various tests and 
passes through the different states at different levels of creation, through which the MASTER, SATGURU 
bestows the students with wisdom, love, self-knowledge and spiritual knowledge, as well as purification, 
growing the discipline, self-discipline, and open them the path to God via their hearts. 
 
The head of the center of Shree Shree Peetha Nilaya is the enlightened Master Paramahamsa Sri Swami 
Vishwananda who consecrated the ashram to the Great Mother, Mahalakshmi, the Goddess of abundance, 
generosity and love. And Just Love festival held in this environment under this high spiritual protection was a 
magnificent example of the spiritual, artistic, aesthetic, philosophical, religious and national unity. It was 
attended by many members of different nations from all over the world. 
 
And now back to the story. We are sitting in the meadow, intoxicated by the presence of Czech - Slovakian 
Swami Vishwabaladharananda, many gazing, many praying and many eager, curious and waiting. But this 
time, there is a strangely profound silence that prevents speaking hanging in the air. This rigidity has a tension, 
majesty and tremendous depth. When after a while Swami Vishwabaladharananda asks us with a smile what 



 
we want to talk about, nobody has any question. Thoughts and words are just stuck in the throat or on the 
lips. Suddenly, there comes one devotee with a plead of activation of her Sri yantra. Then there comes another 
one, another, and more and more devotees. In short, there is suddenly a lot of people, I do not know exactly 
how many; I guess 8-9 maybe even more ... 
 
With the activation of each Sri yantra it is gradually possible to feel greater and greater love. It cannot be well 
described with words. Many things take place in extrasensory way, but emotionally I would call it a joy, 
movement, excitement, infinite bliss and gratitude which some of us experience almost as a daydreaming or 
ecstasy. 
 
Inside the symbol of Sri Yantra, its dual qualities are depicted as four triangles pointing upwards, which 
represent the masculine element - Shiva and 5 triangles facing downwards, representing Shakti, the feminine 
energy. Sri Yantra is a symbol – UNITY of creation, throughout which the energy of creation is transmitted 
from the immaterial dimension near Narayana into matter on Earth and into human bodies. Inside the Sri 
Yantra, it is said that there is 432,000 deities who "run" a complex mechanism of energy intersections in 
various subtle matter layers. Activation can therefore be performed only by one who is in balance inside and 
outside. Both lights in hands, respectively in the hands of Swami Vishwabaladharananda illustrate this. Divine 
Mother in love with a loving Father. The right hand of the masculine principle and the left hand of the feminine 
principle embody the vibration of the highest quality of love. Many watched the entire ceremony with bated 
breath and closed eyes, the others stared and soaked up the delicate and blissful energy by looking at his 
concentration, at his hands touching every Sri Yantra with the same passion and the same responsibility. We 
perceived profound truthfulness, which reverberated all around and literally radiated. I experienced it with 
great gratitude that I may be and perceive what is sent and communicated to us through the Master and Guru. 
 
Also, the energy of the group grew more and more, and thus with the activation of each other Sri Yantra some 
ran away because of the force they were unable to endure and others came, drawn by the invisible energy of 
love, peace, harmony, togetherness, but also tension and a kind of deep solemnity of that moment. A rainbow 
was visible by the inner sight. It wound from Swami Vishwabaladharananda like a ball of yarn and spanned 
across our small group. Also a nightingale sang as Mataji came to look at Babaji. If I had to say what I felt in 
that moment, it was deep emotion and gratitude, great admiration and love indescribable by words. And also 
the normal human wish that this moment would never end. And as well, pride that the Czech Republic and 
Slovakia have such a spiritual being. And also a deep sense of obligation and commitment. With ringing in 
my ears, I felt the Masters standing over us, before us and behind us. I carried tears of emotion a long time 
after nobody was on the meadow anymore, early evening was coming and the sun was setting. 
 
I thank the Lord that I was allowed to experience and see this unforgettable, I thank to my Guru Paramahamsa 
Sri Swami Vishwananda, I thank Swami Vishwabaladharananda, who said on this occasion: "Everything 
happens by the grace and blessings of my beloved master Paramahamsa Sri Swami Vishwananda." 
 
With love for the Bhakti Marg Czech Republic, 
 
Shilpa 

  


